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On the first Wednesday in March, six of the seven members of the State Board of Education met

for a private dinner with the man who was their unanimous pick for education commissioner.

Rich Crandall told them he needed direction. The former Arizona lawmaker and businessman, who

briefly served as education chief in Wyoming, had been getting conflicting guidance from board

members, he later told Chalkbeat.

SPONSOR

Board chairman Steve Durham suggested dinner at the University Club, where the Republican

lobbyist from Colorado Springs is a member.

The gathering didn’t go as well as anyone had hoped. Over the course of two hours, board

members aired grievances about their pet-peeve education policies and made little headway

identifying priorities from a laundry list Crandall proposed as a starting point, according to

interviews with participants and public records obtained by Chalkbeat.

Under Colorado open meetings law, meetings of two or more members of state public bodies

must be open to the public. But the board issued no public notice and took no minutes, officials

said.

In an interview, Durham portrayed the meeting as a social gathering and thus not subject to the

state’s open meetings law. But records obtained by Chalkbeat show a detailed discussion was

planned to discuss setting key education policy priorities. A department of education

spokeswoman acknowledged that the meeting violated state law.

As a result of questions raised by Chalkbeat, board member Jane Goff, an Arvada Democrat, called

on the board to review the law and to organize a public retreat to discuss broader education policy

and how the board should proceed.

Disclosure of the tensions before and after the March meeting shed more light on Crandall’s brief

relationship with the board. Some observers believed the board coalescing on hiring Crandall in

December was a turning point after a divisive period.

But Crandall resigned in mid-May. His departure came after a string of resignations by top

department officials and criticism that he didn’t give clear direction to staff. Crandall agreed to

resign “in lieu of termination” and cite personal reasons, according to a settlement agreement.

Now, the state is again without a chief schools officer as Colorado faces critical decisions about

issues ranging from how to respond to changes brought by a new federal education law to taking

action against schools that are failing low-income students.

Katy Anthes, the department’s chief of staff, is serving as interim commissioner. The board has not

signaled when it will begin a search for a permanent commissioner.

‘A social opportunity’

By the time Crandall had asked for clearer marching orders, he had already met with almost every

member of the State Board individually — in some cases, two or three times.

Before the dinner, Crandall sent board members a list of

some 25 education topics ranging from accountability to

school choice to the nation’s new federal law, according

to an email obtained by Chalkbeat in an open records

request. He asked board members to arrive with the list

printed and four to five topics circled.

“I am hoping this list spurs a conversation toward areas

we may want to focus on the next one to three years,” he

wrote.

He also asked board members to be prepared to answer

the question: What is the “appropriate outcome for a K-12 education?”

“This will help drive our work at the Department,” Crandall wrote.

Durham denied that topics listed in the email were discussed.

“It was just a social opportunity to get to know the commissioner a little better,” Durham said.

But other board members acknowledged that items on the list, as well as others, were discussed in

broad terms.

Colorado’s open meeting law requires that when two or more state elected officials meet to

discuss matters related to their policy making function, the public must be notified at least 24

hours in advance. Minutes are also to be kept. Neither happened with the March meeting.

“This is a discussion that should have taken place at a public meeting,” said Jeff Roberts, executive

director of the Colorado Freedom of Information Coalition, a group of journalists, organizations

and individuals promoting transparency. (Chalkbeat is a member of the coalition.)

There are exceptions to the state’s open meeting law. Chief among them is a “chance meeting or

social gathering at which discussion of public business is not the central purpose.”

“If it truly was a social gathering and they were there to talk about their summer vacation plans or

the presidential election, then that’s fine,” Roberts said. “But if it’s a meeting where they talk about

their own policy goals, even if it’s at a 30,000-foot-view level, then it’s an open meeting.”

Crandall, in an interview, didn’t dispute the meeting should have been public. When asked why the

public wasn’t notified of the meeting, he said it wasn’t his responsibility.

“The board has its own people,” he said, referring to board staff.

Colorado Department of Education spokeswoman Dana Smith said the meeting violated state law.

“Even though the primary purpose was social, with the commissioner’s subjects he wanted to talk

about, we should have noticed the meeting,” Smith said in an interview.

She described it as an oversight and pledged that the department would ensure it does not happen

again.

‘Little accomplished’

Crandall and board members agree that little came into focus that evening.

“There was very little accomplished that night as far as a

strategic plan for the state board of education,” Crandall

said. “It was more board members sharing their

displeasure with education topics like Common Core,

turnaround efforts, PARCC (state tests). I could give you a

long list.”

Republican Deb Scheffel of Parker remembers the

evening being more cordial.

“We talked broadly about him coming to Colorado and

the role of the commissioner, about a lot of issues we’re

dealing with,” she said. “I’m sure we did talk about issues — generally speaking, about what is

Colorado facing, where are right now with education reform. But those are broad topics.”

Goff, of Arvada, said Crandall’s list was daunting.

“We tried to make a start on this list,” she said. “But it’s a huge list. Rich said he had some things on

his mind he wanted to talk about. I’m gonna say it — we didn’t make a lot of headway with what I

would interpret as productive progress.”

Democrat Angelika Schroeder of Boulder had a prior engagement and did not attend the meeting.

‘Easier to suggest now’

As governing boards change hands, members often take time to step back and hold retreats to

discuss strategic vision.

Other times, like in the case of the Denver school board in 2009, retreats are held to mend

wounds. Those meetings, like board meetings where votes are taken, are posted and open to the

public and press to attend.

The State Board of Education has not held a retreat since the three new members — Durham,

Republican Joyce Rankin of Carbondale and Democrat Val Flores of Denver — joined the board

during the last two year. Instead, the board has made headlines for a number of controversies.

In 2015, a fractured board refused to set cut scores on the state’s social studies test halting the

release of the results and spent months embroiled in a debate about a long running health survey

given to Colorado’s middle and high schools.

More recently, the board was split on whether to recognize a seal of biliteracy on Colorado

students diploma, but made is a requirement that all elementary school students who speak a

second language be tested in both English and Spanish to identify reading disabilities despite

objections from school districts.

Former State Board chairwoman Marcia Neal attempted to pull together a retreat before she

resigned one year ago, citing health issues and the board’s dysfunction.

Board member Goff said now may be the time for the board to have a retreat.

“I wish we had a plan to have one,” she said. “I think this board is in a pretty good place to get

some things accomplished through a more formal (retreat). …. I think it will be easier to suggest

now.”

Rich Crandall’s email

Update: This post has been updated to better reflect Rich Crandall’s job history. He briefly served

as the chief schools officer in Wyoming. 
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Education Commissioner Rich Crandall on a visit
this spring to the Denver School of Innovation
and Sustainable Design.
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• Reply •

nellibly •  3 days ago

The real problem is that no one is holding the SBE accountable. The general public pays
no attention and does no more than fill in the circle on the ballot next to a name they
know nothing about - if they fill in the circle at all. I don't know what it will take to change
that before irreparable damage is done to public schools. Or maybe that's the plan,
destroy public education and privatize the whole system as for-profit companies that care
only for the bottom line and see kids as dollar signs. The SBE certainly hasn't done much
except to enact volumes of regulations they have to waive for charter schools so they
don't hinder their success.

Public schools aren't failing, they're being failed by policy makers.
  3△ ▽  

• Reply •

Mary Nanninga  •  3 days ago> nellibly

Amen. It's sad and it's so wrong.
  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Wendy McCord •  3 days ago

In my opinion, one of the greatest concerns raised by this article is one that has repeated
itself in many scenarios across the state: there is NO accountability with respect to open
meetings laws (or the open records act, for that matter). There is simply nothing to be
done to provide consequences regarding these types of secret meetings. The laws are
meaningless because they cannot be enforced, and those who violate them remain
unpunished, simply to apologize the next time they repeat the behavior. And the next
time. A bill was proposed to put some teeth into these laws, but it was sent immediately
to the "kill" committee. I agree with the person who said that it is policy makers who are
failing education - and our state as a whole.

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Newport  •  2 days ago> Wendy McCord

I agree with you, and would add that too many education laws are passed by the
legislature with no penalties for districts that do not implement them. So nobody
should be surprised that the pace of K12 improvement in Colorado (with some
happy exceptions) is glacial.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Mark Sass  •  2 days ago> Newport

Newport, what laws are you referring to?
 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Newport  •  2 days ago> Mark Sass

For example, what is the penalty for a district or school not having
an accountability committee whose membership complies with state
law? What's the penalty when a principal or district refuses to fully
implement SB09-163 (the Accountability law)? I would guess that in
retrospect, Evie Hudak might wish that she had included some
penalties for district non-compliance.

The broader problem is that, in part because of the way legislation
and regulations have been written in Colorado, too many people
who work in K12 have gotten into the habit of thinking that they can
pick and choose which laws to implement. And that creates
problems, not just with the rate at which K12 performance improves,
but also with the way that K12 employees interact with the public
and with other parts of government. Just ask the cops and
prosecutors who had to deal with Littleton after Claire Davis was
murdered.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Mark Sass  •  2 days ago> Newport

The penalty for not complying wth Article 44 in SB 09 163 is loss of
accreditation by the state to the LEA. This is the leverage point that
the state constitution provides the SEA. If a school is in violation
then a complaint should be filed with CDE. Is this a rampant
problem in the state?

What other laws or policies, haven't been followed that have
negatively impacted K12 performance? Your claim (educators
picking and choosing which laws to implement) is over exaggerated
and in any case has arguably minimal impact on K12 performance--
your Littleton example case in point.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Newport  •  a day ago> Mark Sass

Your comment is painful but no doubt accurate testimony to just
how far apart your world and mine really are. But I'd still keep two
things in mind if I were in your shoes:

(1) A recent poll found that 86% of Colorado parents believe their
children are on track to meet state grade level standards. A lot of
them are in for a very bitter surprise.

(2) PERA is one of the most underfunded state pension plans in the
nation, and in a low growth economy higher investment returns
aren't going to bail it out. At some point, Coloradans will be faced
with a choice between demanding cuts in PERA pension benefits or
paying higher taxes to close the funding gap.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Mark De Gregorio •  3 days ago

If, as CDE stated, the meeting violated the law, shouldn't Durham, as board chair be held
responsible? Hard to believe that elected members of a board at that level don't know the
rules of open meeting laws.

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

para8723  •  3 days ago> Mark De Gregorio

Yes, will there be follow-up on Durham's claim this was just a social meeting?
 △ ▽  

• Reply •

The Old Guy  •  2 days ago> para8723

It's interesting to note that a bill which included a Code of Ethics for Board
Members died in committee. Maybe these people should have read that
proposed code.
Most of these Board members don't really care about the education of our
children. They are interested in personal agendas and political
advancement.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

SuburbanMom •  3 days ago

Sounds like the recalled Jeffco School Board.
  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

Newport •  3 days ago

see more

I don't know about you, but I find that a fascinating and telling email.

To begin with, according to the article Mr. Crandall wrote it after having had a lot of one-
on-one meetings with individual board members. So he obviously knew that he was
dealing with a very divided and in some cases (on both ends of the spectrum) an
ideologically motivated board, as well as quite a bit of internal sniping from his new
colleagues at CDE.

That is probably why, quite logically, he started out by asking for a discussion about
vision, and what may have been a last-ditch attempt to get the board members to agree
on at least a few elements of what K12 success should look like in Colorado. CEOs with
more unified boards (and stronger board leadership) don't have to spend a lot of time
talking about vision and long term goals, as they are already clear (i.e., the minimum goals
we must achieve to ensure we survive, and the goals we need to achieve that will enable
us to thrive). With a board aligned on the goals that must be achieved, a CEO can talk
with directors about how to reach specific ends, using limited resources, over a defined
time horizon, in the face of uncertainty, and with an acceptable degree of risk that a
strategy will fail. Sadly, that was clearly not the case here, and we apparently have a State
Board of Education whose members' main goal seems to be taking cheap ideological

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Tammie  •  3 days ago> Newport

Newport, I don't know who you are but you seem well-informed about the state of
things in Colorado. I'll be you know someone high up in CDE or CASE that would
give you a frank opinion about Crandall's short-lived tenure at CDE. My suspicion
is that you won't hear about an experienced business leader, competent and well-
meaning, who was put into an impossible situation with an intractable board, doing
the best he can to make things right. I suspect that you will hear that he was...
well, give it a try and report back if you can. I'm not defending this board or its
competence at all, by the way. They are taking all the fun out of dysfunctional on
their own.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Newport  •  2 days ago> Tammie

Nothing I have heard from that side surprises me in the least, and is pretty
much what you would expect them to say. Unfortunately, their comments
are also quite consistent with the long pattern of K12 hostility towards the
private sector in general, and towards business executives in particular, that
I have observed in Colorado.

Unfortunately, all sides in this fight seem to be under the mistaken
impression that none of this really matters, that the Colorado status quo will
endure, and that end-games that are visibly underway elsewhere will never
develop here.

But what is undeniable is that everyone has more skin in the K12 game than
they probably realize, from the 86% of Colorado parents who mistakenly
believe their kids are meeting state standards, to employers who mistakenly
believe that because they can currently import the talent they need the
continuing stagnation of K12 won't ever affect them, to district leaders who
mistakenly claim that improving achievement is really just about spending
more money (lots more money...) rather than becoming better managers
and leaders, to teachers who think that even if they continue to resist the
changes needed to substantially raise achievement results, their jobs and
their pensions are secure, despite the massive underfunding of PERA.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Bob Eber •  3 days ago

For years the board has been run the Schaffer way, then Lundeen and now Durham.
Interesting that throughout all of it we see that same LPR/II behavior. No wonder Neal left
the chair. She has been the only one who was trying to lead correctly and that just
couldn't be had.

Accountability means nothing to these people from the LPR/II/AFP/Koch establishment.
We saw it with Witt in Jeffco, Kerrigan in Thompson, Carson and Larsen and now
Silverthorn in Dougco.

Durham and Mazanec need to be recalled NOW and Scheffel and Rankin need to be gone
too. Anita Stapleton is just as bad as Rankin. All are Schaffer puppets.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Tammie •  3 days ago

Great reporting Nicholas. Can you get any CDE employees to talk about Crandall's short
tenure anonymously?

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Mark Sass •  3 days ago

I think one of the topics covered in a retreat should be the role of the Board. Crandall was
hired, I assume, based on his vision of how to oversee the education of students in
Colorado. Was he given the space to do this work? Does the board micro-manage the
Commissioner to the point of impotence? Has the board become so politicized that
finding someone to replace Crandall will be impossible? This Fall's election could change
the makeup of the Board--who would want the job now with that possibility? Thankfully,
Katy Anthes, who is more than competent, is the interim commissioner, but will she be
given the opportunity to do her job?

We are at a key moment in education policy in Colorado with the passage of the Every
Student Succeeds Act. The Federal Government has given states the freedom to write
policy that had been in the purview of the U.S. Department of Education. Can Colorado
handle the responsibility? Based on the behavior of the board I'd say it is going to be a
challenge unless they allow people to do their jobs and stop politicizing the work.

  1△ ▽  
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